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Young Sleepy Sports
Club
The Young Sleepy Party want a
Sports centre where everyone
can come together. They think
it will be more beneficial for a
Sports centre, they begin to say
about the Mosque is only for
Muslims and not for everyone
in the area. This party are
against the Mosque but not
against the Muslim Religion.
"Multi cultural experience for
everyone" Says the Young
Sleepy Sports Club.

Populist Party
The populist party are willing to
collide with any party that are
ready to not create anymore
conflict and guarantee a
success. The party want the
Mosque and keep the
happiness. The party state that
everyone is human and that
rules need to be applied but
they can come with an
agreement. The populist party
refer to the use of the Sports
centre that where young
people cam meet and the
same things applies for the
muslims and the Mosque. The
party states that it would be
negative if the Mosque was
given for free. Other
association can have there own
space so so can the Muslims.
Sleepy Times

Political Parties debate the
build of the Mosque..
Today we see the city council come together with the
Mayor of Sleepyville as they discuss the complaints
about the build of the Mosque and come to a final
decision. We see today numerous parties and
organisation come together in the chamber and to say
there statements to others to fight for or against the
Mosque.!
In the discussion we see the Past and present
Association of Sleepyville, Human Rights Sleepy
organisation, Diversity party, Liberal Party, Populist
Party, Women Sleepy Association, Young Sleepy Sports
Club and the Muslim Association of Sleepyville.!
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The Young Sleepy Sports club where on the move
hassling the Muslim Association about if they would
come to there Sports Centre when it opens. The famous
line is that the " We will adapted the Sports Centre so
Muslims will be able to use it."!

Muslims and the
Mosque
The Muslim Population take up
15% of the overall population in
Sleepyville. The Muslims have
been waiting a while for this and
the Muslims Association have
plenty to say about this situation.
• Big part on the community, we

will make aware that you know
about the problems that you
have caused with not letting us
have a place of worship.
• Spirtually we need the Mosque

so that we can improve on our
day to day lives where we can
be better part of the
community and society.
• The town council are hypocrites
they take care of other
minorities but not us, the
Muslim Association are not
pleased at all with the change
in heart of the council.

The Muslim Association started oﬀ the debate strong
explaining the reasons behind the build oﬀ there
Mosque. (Information on the left.) Diversity Party where
strong in their way by saying the Mosque "is not a
special privilege."!
The Traditional party was the first Party to decline the
idea of the Mosque and say there is need for other use of
the wasteland not to be used as an area for a Mosque.
The Tractional party where wrong in mentioning the
terrorist side of the Muslim religion by doing this they
stereotyped the religion and got frowned upon by the
Muslim Association.!
Mayor Thomas held his ground by taking 30 seconds of
the time of the statements as the Young Sleepy Sports
club where late to the meeting and had less time to
explain there theory behind why they want a Sports
Club instead of the Mosque.!
Liberal party of Sleeptville took the approach of not
supporting the development of the Mosque but by
explaining all the reasons behind the decision. They
explained that they stand for all Civil rights for everyone
but at this moment in time they are not willing to
support the action of building the Mosque.!
The Human Rights organisation are supporting the
build of the Mosque for the Muslims. In their statement
they say that because the Muslims are paying for 10% of
the building of the Mosque. The Liberal Party are
arguing against the Human Rights organisation with that
they shall never fund a religious movement. !
The populist party are strong in their statement with
saying that building a Mosque isn't going to aﬀect our
day to day lives as everyone has their own place to meet
for example the gym, pub or restaurant. The Muslims
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should have what we have and that is the chance to
meet up with people of our own kind. Simply the
party say that we are segregating the Muslims by
not allowing them to have a place to meet and
respect there god.!
A big debate broke out with numerous Party's
arguing the statement for and against the building
the Mosque at yet they cannot decide on an
answer. !
In the coﬀee brake the Populist party are in
discussion with the Liberal Party where their
representative is saying that he will never fund any
religious movement. The Populist party are arguing the definition of the Liberal state and a
democracy with the Liberal Party. A representative of the populist party are agreeing a with
the Liberal Party with the idea of the state not funding any religious movement as the state
can't have one Religion. !
Three parties; Traditional party, Women's associations and the past and present party have
come to an agreement where that a park would be more beneficial to the area and it will cost
less, the say they can guarantee a safe place for everyone and women wont have to be afraid.
Will this stop the build of the Mosque.!
Kristine from the Traditional party used her 30 second summary to asked the council to look
into their hearts and vote No. This was her last ditch attempt to get the council to vote no.
The Populist Party are staying strong with their view and saying that there is no problem with
building the Mosque as by building the Mosque could bring jobs to Sleepville.!

The Mayor and his thoughts!
What is your opinion on the statements the party and Association have given?!
All of the parties have their own opinion and have developed their points clear.!
Will the council vote for or against the Mosque?!
In the Mayor opinions the council will vote for the build of the Mosque.!

The outcome:!
The mayor went to count the votes and there was too many votes for the number of
party, it is a SCANDAL. Second election had to be take place.!
The overall outcome of the vote is that the Mosque will be build in the city of
Sleepville with the votes being 5:4.
Sleepy Times
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